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Planck view of the sky in the mm/sub-mm
Foreground emission from thermal dust
emission (I,Q,U), radio continuum
emission (I), and synchrotron emission
are typically brighter than the CMB.
While this is undoubtedly annoying for
cosmologists, it means that CMB-S4 maps
will contain a wealth of information on
the interstellar medium and ISM, and star
formation!
Polarized foregrounds:

synchrotron emission

Intensity

Polarized
Intensity

thermal dust emission

Goals for this talk (and a preview)
I’ll try to give:
An overview of the planned complementary facilities, that will be available in the early
2030s era of CMB-S4, and what unique qualities CMB-S4 will bring to ISM studies.
Preview:
• High resolution B-field studies for ~1000 molecular clouds
• Correlations with radio polarimetry, HI structure, synchrotron of the ISM from
SKA1.
My own personal (and somewhat star formation-biased) predictions for what ISM
science will be prominent in 10 years.
Preview:
• Studying magnetic fields across ISM phases, 3D tomography of magnetic fields
• Large cloud sample studies of B-field properties vs star formation efficiency

What can we learn from mm/sub-mm polarimetry
Magnetic fields traced by 353 GHz Planck Dust Polarization
(molecular clouds, CNM, WNM, density/temp weighted)

Magnetic fields traced by 30 GHz Planck Synchrotron Emission
(WIM, relativistic electrons)

Orion (d=450pc)
Planck beam FWHM 10’ (1.4pc)
CMB-S4 resolution G@270 Hz
(0.12pc)

Image Credit: Planck/ESA

Studying the detailed mechanics of star formation
• Why is star formation efficiency so low? (~1%)
• What physical mechanisms set the initial mass of
stars, and does this distribution vary with star
formation conditions?
• How do the conditions of star formation affect the
formation of protoplanetary disks and planets?

The Vela Molecular Ridge (250, 350, and 500 μm)
BLAST Collaboration. Netterfield et al., 2009

~20 pc

How can magnetic fields affect star formation?
Filaments and Cores

Cloud Scales

0.01 – 1 pc

1 – 100 pc

<0.01 pc

Direct accretion of gas,
Inhibit formation of
possibly slow down of
large disks
collapse, fragmentation? Galli & Shu 1993

Influence where dense
molecular gas clouds form

Inutsuka et al. 2015
Walch et al. 2015

Protostellar Disks

Li et al. 2014 PPVI
The Astrophysical Journal, 734:63 (8pp), 2011 June 10
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Figure 6. H-band polarization vector map toward Serpens South for point sources having P /∆P > 3.0, P < 6.6([H − Ks] − 0.2), and P > 3.0%, superposed on
the 1.1-mm dust-continuum image of ASTE/AzTEC (R. A. Gutermuth et al. 2011, in preparation). YSOs identified by Gutermuth et al. (2008) and Bontemps et al.
(2010) are not included, but those identified by Gutermuth et al. (2008) are indicated by red (class 0/I) and blue (class II) open circles.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Davidson et al. 2014

On all scales: magnetic fields affect the characteristics of turbulence, and therefore
the transport of energy between large and small scales.
distorted by gravitational contraction along the main filament
toward its northern part, which probably contains the majority
of the mass in the Serpens South cloud. However, we should
wait for the detailed analysis of the dust-continuum data (e.g.,
R. A. Gutermuth et al. 2011, in preparation) and/or molecularline data to know whether the northern part has enough mass to
cause the large-scale curved magnetic field observed here.
3.2. Rough Estimate of the Magnetic Field Strength

Using
the
Chandrasekhar–Fermi
(CF)
method
(Chandrasekhar & Fermi 1953), we roughly estimate the magnetic field strength toward two (north and south) zones enclosed

by dotted lines in Figure 8, where, in the H-band polarization
map (Figure 6), the local number density of the polarization
vectors is relatively large and the polarization vectors seem to
be locally well ordered. Here, we calculate the plan-of-the-sky
component of the magnetic field strength, B∥ , using the equation of the CF method (e.g., Equation (4) of Houde 2004) and
a correction factor, C, for the CF method (Houde 2004; Houde
et al. 2009), where we adopt C ∼ 0.3 following Sugitani et al.
(2010). In this calculation, we use the H-band sources in Figure 6
because the sample number is larger than that of the Ks-band
sources in Figure 7.
For 21 sources toward the north zone, an average θ in P.A.
is calculated to be 51.◦ 1 ± 9.◦ 6, and an average H − Ks color

Dust Polarization as a tracer of magnetic field morphology
Inferred B-field orientation
(500 μm Polarization rotated by 90°)

Ω,B
Submm/mm
emission

Optical
(Transmitted)
(and Absorbed)

Fissel et al. 2016

• Dust grains tend to align perpendicular to the B-field through radiative torques (see See Lazarian 2007,
Andersson et al. 2015)
• Leads to polarization parallel to B (optical, near-IR), or perpendicular to B (thermal emission, sub-mm/mm)
• Caveats:

• Only measures the magnetic field direction (projected on the sky) not the magnetic fields
strength.
• Where the polarization best traces the magnetic field depends on dust properties (shape,
alignment to B, temperature).

Strategy for studying magnetic fields with polarization:
Statistical comparisons with numerical simulations
Weak magnetic field
(|B0|=0.35μG)

disordered B-field
low NH è B-field || to N contours
high NH èB-field || to N contours
RAMSES MHD Simulations from Soler et al. 2013

Strong magnetic field
(|B0|=10.97μm)

ordered B-field
low NH è B-field || to N contours
high NH èB-field perp to N contours

Example: Studies of Vela C with BLASTPol

Key for good statistical comparisons: high resolution, large dynamic range, many clouds

Alignment between B-field
and cloud structure

Transition at
nH2~103 cm-3

2.5’ (0.6 pc) resolution
Background: Dust intensity 500 μm
Lines: B-field direction (Φ) BPOS
where σΦ < 10°

||

⟂

Fissel et al. 2019

density

Models: only show this change in alignment from parallel
to perpendicular if the EB ≥ Eturbulence.

See also: Soler et al. 2017a, Planck Int 2016 XXXV,
Hull et al. 2018

Other Polarization statistical analysis methods for molecular clouds
Technique

Sensitive to Data Required

Relative Orientation B, MA
Analysis

Polarization Angle
Dispersion

polarization,
column
density/gas
maps

3-D field
polarization,
orientation, molecular line
B, MA,
observations

Examples
Soler+ 2013, Planck XXXII, XXXV,
Soler+ 2017, Fissel+ 2019, Hull et
al. 2017
Davis 1951, Chandrasekhar &
Fermi 1953, Ostriker, Stone &
Gammie ‘01, Falceta-Goncalves+
2008, Hilldebrand 2009, Houde
2009, 2011

PDFs of Polarization 3-D field
polarization
observables
orientation,
B, MA

Jones 1989, Falceta-Goncalves
2008, Fissel+ 2016, King+ 2017,
2019, Chen+ 2019

Velocity Gradient vs B, MA, μ
Magnetic Field
Direction

Lazarian+2017, Yuen+2017, Hue
2019

polarization,
molecular line
observations

CMB-S4 Studies of Magnetic
Fields
in
Molecular
CMB-S4 LAS
Clouds
Bolocam Legacy
Survey region

• If CMB-S4 observes fsky ~0.7, then it will
map much of Galactic plane covering
thousands of molecular clouds.
The Astrophysical
• Improvements in sensitivity mean
that Journal, 799:29 (25pp), 2015 January 20
CMB-S4 will not require as much 800
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6.5.2. Vertical Distribution of Star Formation

250
In addition to the face-on map of the Milky Way, well200
constrained
distance estimates permit study of the vertical distribution (z) of sources about the Galactic midplane (Figure 16).
150errors tabulated in the last column of Table 5 include conThe
tributions from variations in z along the line of sight over the
100 d⊙ ± σd and the ± 5 km s− 1 uncertainty in the solar offset
range
above the Galactic midplane (Jurić et al. 2008), added in quadra50The left panel depicts the histogram of z, which may be
ture.
fit by
0 a Gaussian with a centroid 2at +9.2 ± 0.7 pc, a FWHM
of 65.3 ± 1.3 pc, and a reduced χred
= 1.8. The centroid being
at slight positive z should 5not be confused with10
a centroid at
Heliocentric
Distance
[kpc]
slight positive Galactic latitude.
In the middle
panel, however,
400
it is apparent that the width and centroid of the distribution may
◦

0.9

1.0

observed orientation of B? is not necessarily correlated with the
column density structure, which is seen in total intensity, or with
the magnetic field deep in the cloud.
Soler et al. (2013) presented the results of HRO analysis on
a series of synthetic observations produced using models of how
✏ might decrease with increasing density. They showed that with
a steep decrease there is no visible correlation between the inferred magnetic field orientation and the high-NH structure, corresponding to nearly flat HROs.
BPOS for 10
low
In any
case, the HRO analysis of MCs carried out here rethe presence of a correlation between the polarization orinearbyveals
clouds
entation and the column density structure. This suggests that the
dust polarized emission is sampling the magnetic field strucError bars on
associated
with
theatstatistical
ture homogeneously
the scales being
probed
the resolu- comparisons are
tion ofset
the by
Planck
observations,
or
alternatively
that the𝐵
!field
the
number
of
independent
measurements.
deep within high-NH structures shares the same orientationPOS
as
that probed in the skin.
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Looking for correlations between B-fields and
Star formation
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Cloud structure orientation relative to
resolution (10’ FWHM) Planck maps of

Fig. 11. Histogram shape parameter ⇠ (Eqs. 4 and 5) calculated
for the di↵erent NH bins in each region. Top: relative orientation in synthetic
observations(Planck)
of simulations with super-Alfvénic
Observations
(blue), Alfvénic (green), and sub-Alfvénic (red) turbulence, as
weak
(super-Alfvenic)
detailed in
SolerB-field
et al. (2013).
Middle: relative orientation in
the regions
selected
from
the
Planck
all-sky observations, from
intermediate (trans-Alfvenic)
Fig. 7. The blue data points correspond to the lowest NH regions
B-fieldin (sub-Alfvenic)
(CrA andstrong
the test regions
Fig. 8, ChamSouth and ChamEast)
and the orange correspond to the rest of the clouds. Bottom:
comparison between the trends in the synthetic observations (in

CMB-S4 will have up to 100x more independent
6. Conclusions
detections per cloud!

We have presented a study of the relative orientation of the magnetic field projected on the plane of the sky (B? ), as inferred
from the Planck dust polarized thermal emission, with respect
Withdetected
~1000inclouds
CMB-S4
look for populations of clouds
to structures
gas column
density (Ncan
H ). The relative
orientation
has performed
by using
the ),
histogram
rel- (E < E
withstudy
strong
fields (E
> Eturb
weak offields
B
B
turb), and look for
ative orientations (HRO), a novel statistical tool to characterize
corellations
with:
extended
polarization maps.
With the unprecedented statistics of
polarization observations in extended maps obtained by Planck,
- Cloud star formation efficiency
we analyze the HRO in regions with di↵erent column densities
within-ten nearby
molecular levels
clouds (MCs) and two test fields.
Turbulence
In most of the regions analyzed we find that the relative ori- between
Structure
column
density
PDFs)
entation
B? and (e.g.
NH structures
changes
systematically
with NH from parallel in the lowest column density areas to
perpendicular in the highest column density areas. The switch
occurs at log10 (NH /cm 2 ) ⇡ 21.7. This change in relative orientation is particularly significant given that projection tends to

Studying Magnetic
Fields in Extreme
Environments like
the Central
Molecular Zone

Currently limited
to a handful of
clouds, S4 could
do much more

see Cara Battersby’s talk
CMZ low star formation
efficiency, which seems to be
correlated with high turbulence
levels.
With CMB-S4 we can study the
relationship between magnetic
fields and turbulence in the
CMZ, and adjacent regions.

Far-Infrared, Herschel HiGAL

Connecting CMB-S4 with ALMA observations
see Erin Cox’s talk

CMB-S4 Beam
size:

Looking towards 2030:
ALMA polarimetry is still relatively new, but in 10 years there could well be polarization surveys of most
young protostars in nearby molecular clouds.
Hopefully there will also be CN Zeeman splitting observations, giving LOS magnetic field strengths
towards many sightlines in molecular clouds.

Measuring 3D magnetic fields with CMB-S4+ SKA
see Mehrnoosh Tahani’s talk

• Faraday rotation
measurements trace the line
of sight component of the
magnetic field, weighted by
free electron density:

RMs
Planck polarization:
J. Soler, 15’ FWHM

𝑅𝑀 ∝ & 𝑛( 𝐵|| 𝑑𝑧

• 3D magnetic field cloud
magnetic fields can be used to
test models of molecular cloud
formation.

Faraday RMs
Faraday rotation
measures: ~1/deg2
Tahani et al. 2018

Future CMB-S4 Science:
Combining CMB-S4 polarimetry (𝐵 ̂POS) with Faraday RMs of background con[nuum
sources to get 3D models of cloud magne[c ﬁelds.
ASKAP-POSSUM: 2021-2023 (~20 sources/deg2), SKA1-LOW (~100 sources/deg2)

Synergies with Balloon and Space Based Polarimetry:

Balloon borne
polarimeters (e.g.
BLAST)

LiteBIRD

Space Infrared
Telescope for
Cosmology and
Astrophysics (SPICA)

Probe for Inflation
and Cosmic Origins
(PICO)

Origins Space
Telescope (OST)

Proposed to

NASA
(2010, 2012, mid
2020s)

JAXA/ISAS
(approved, late 2020s)

ESA/Japan
(2030s?)

NASA (Decadal
Review)
(2030s?)

NASA (Decadal
Review)
(mid 2030s?)

Mirror Size

1.8-2.5m

0.2m (high freq)

2.5 m

1.4 m

6 m (concept #2)

Polarization
Bands

250, 350, 500 μm
Possibly 175 micron

Submm bands: 6701800 μm
(high frequency)

100, 250, 350 μm

6 Bands 375 to 935
μm

50, 250 μm

Best
Resolution

25arcsec

18-29arcmin

9 arcsec

1.1 arcmin

2, 10 arcsec

Area

500 deg2

Full Sky

1000 deg2

Full Sky

1000 deg2

Testing
dust
grain
models
with
polarization
spectra
also see Brandon Hensley’s talk this morning
FSN
Figure 4. Example scatter plots of filtered Q250 vs. filtered QFSN
250 (left) and filtered U250 vs. filtered U250 (right) with statistically
independent samples. Red lines show joint linear fit from MPFITEXY2.

summarize, we perform three variation tests, recomputing the polarization spectrum after changing each of the
two filter parameters (k0 and n) and the map region sampled. The range over which each of these three choices
is varied is intended to represent reasonable uncertainty
in the optimal method of isolating the cloud polarization
signal. For each variation, we find the maximum deviation of the fit slope, a with respect to the fiducial case
(k0 = 4, n = 6, Region A), and we consider this deviation to be an estimate of the systematic error associated
with the choice that was varied4 . Then, the three error
estimates are added in quadrature to form an e↵ective
sys , shown in Table 1. We caution that, since systematic variations are not in general Gaussian distributed,
it is formally incorrect to handle them as if they were.
Rather, the systematic errors reported characterize the
typical scale of uncertainty associated with reasonable
variations to our analysis method. We find systematic
errors to be smaller than the statistical errors across the
three bands as can be seen by comparing the third and
last columns of Table 1.

Ashton et al.2018: BLASTPol/Planck
observations of a translucent cloud.
Colours: predictions from dust models of
Draine and Fraisse (2009), Bethell et al 2007.

Results
• Initially CMB-S4+ CCATprime3.4.(353,
410 and 850 GHz coverage), possibly BLAST
Figure 5 shows our result for the normalized polarizaFigure 5.
Observed normalized polarization spectrum
p( )/p(850 µm) (in black) along with Draine & Fraisse (2009)
tion spectrum in graphical form, plotted in black. The
• Eventually, perhaps
SPICA,
Origins,
or PICO
models 1 through 4 (in red, blue, green, and pink, respectively).
plotted error
bars show
the quadrature
sum of the sysThe Bethell et al. (2007) polarization spectrum model is shown
tematic and statistical errors on a . We again caution
in orange. All models have been integrated over the four spectral
• High resolution
will ofletvisualizing
us testthehow
across different:
that and
this issensitivity
only for the purpose
scale grain
bandsproperties
and also normalizedvary
at 850 µm.
of variability. Formally, statistical and systematic errors

• environments
(e.g.
diffuseseparately,
ISM, molecular
cores)
should
be handled
as in Tableclouds,
1.
• metallicities (studies4.ofCOMPARISON
the LMC/SMC)
WITH MODELS

tainties, we are now in a position to draw comparisons
with theoretical predictions. Although no polarization

Studies of the Diffuse ISM with CMB-S4
Goal: understand the structure
of turbulence and energy
dissipation in the ISM.

Planck 353GHz

Miville-Deschenes et al. 2016

HI fibre orientations correlate with magnetic
field direction

Clark et al. 2015

Clark & Hensley 2019:
HI structure can be used
to predict polarization
direction and
depolarization due to
field tangling along the
line of sight.

CMB-S4 we will be able to compare with next
generation surveys HI surveys:
GASKAP (early 2020s)
(20-30’’ FWHM )

Dickey et al. 2013

CMB-S4 Synergies with radio polarizaTon:
see Valentina Vacca’s talk

(Extragalactic) Synchrotron:
Faraday Rotation Measures Surveys:
(traces cosmic rays, relativistic electrons)
(traces magnetic field Ionized Gas)
Future
SKA-MID
DIFFUSE SYNCHROTRON
SOURCES
FARADAY ROTATION
OF BACKGROUND/EMBEDDED
RADIO
GALAXIES
SKA-LOW
HIGHEST PRIORITY OF THE SKA
A665 COMMUNITY
MAGNETISM
SKA1-MID (950-1760 MHz)
Δϕ ≤ 5 rad/m2
2”
4 BJy/beam
60-90 pol sources/deg2
30000 deg2
2.5 years

Heald et al. (2020)

Vacca et al. 2010

Starlight polarization as tomographic tracer of BPOS
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Starlight polarization depends
on the distance to background
stars, which can be
determined with GAIA
This allows us to map how
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Combining magnetic field tracers:
• CMB-S4 high resolution magnetic fields
• RM surveys (SKA1-LOW): BLOS tracing free
electrons
• Synchrotron emission (SKA1-MID):
relativistic electrons
• Zeeman HI/OH measurements (BLOS)
(FAST/SKA1/DRAO)
• HI structure (GASKAP, SKA1)
• Starlight polarization + GAIA: BLOS
tomography (PASIPHAE Survey, U. Crete)

z
H
G
3
35

Slide from Chang-Goo Kim’s talk

Testing
ISM
physics
with
Simulations
Dust polarization maps from TIGRESS
with Steve Choi (Cornell), Raphael Flauger (UCSD)

• many realizations of polarized dust emission maps; EE>BB and TE>0
• reliable PS at ℓ

< 200

CGK, Choi, & Flauger (2019)

Summary
• With its huge improvement in sensitivity compared to present day CMB-S4,
will provide the first high resolution maps of ~1000 molecular clouds
• Will allow detailed populations studies of magnetic fields in molecular clouds
• Comparisons of B-field properties with star formation efficiency, cloud environment

• Diffuse ISM and Cloud Formation
• Huge advantage from combining CMB-S4, ASKAP, SKA1 radio polarization surveys
• Studies of magnetic field and turbulence over multiple ISM phases

In 10 years: I think we will see studies how magnetic fields change with ISM
phase, 3D magnetic field models, and testing molecular clouds formation and
Galactic gastrophysics models.

